Early infantile form of neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis. Four Dutch cases and review of the literature.
In this paper four Dutch cases of early infantile neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis (NCL) are described, all being boys. NCL is a group of diseases morphologically characterized by accumulation of autofluorescent ceroid lipofuscin-like pigment. Psychomotor deterioration, impairment of vision, and epileptic manifestations are the major clinical features. Onset in early infantile age is rare. We reviewed 71 cases reported in the literature, and compared the symptoms and signs with the findings in our patients. Psychomotor deterioration, visual impairment and myoclonic jerks are often observed early in the disease. Eventually, every patient shows psychomotor deterioration. The outcome is always lethal, usually within a few years. Special attention is paid to diagnostic procedures.